Michelle Richardson, MMC - INTERNATIONAL SPEAKER & AUTHOR
Michelle is an internationally known speaker and
business coach who delivers impactful, engaging,
interactive talks that inspire action. Since 2001, she's
had the pleasure and privilege of coaching clients around
the world and speaking to diverse audiences. She works
mainly with successful business owners who are tired of
their business totally consuming their life; she helps them
gain freedom without sacrificing business success.

Among the many businesses and
organizations that Michelle has been
a speaker for are:







Microsoft
AG Group
Creo (Kodak)
Chambers of Commerce
Business Associations
Women’s Organizations

All of Michelle’s speaking engagements have a purpose: to help people move forward in ways that
are important and meaningful to them. Whether they’re business owners struggling to break free from
the overwhelming demands of their business, or people thinking there must be ‘more to life’ than how
they are living it, participants take valuable, actionable information and tools away from every talk she
leads. Interactivity is an important component of all of her speaking engagements, which personalizes
the experience for participants, regardless of audience size, and enhances potential outcomes.

Some of Michelle’s most impactful and frequently requested
speaking topics are:






Entrepreneur Freedom Formula: 3 Keys to Having it All
3 Steps to Crafting Your Grand Vision
Needs-Based Goals that Inspire Action
3 Elements of a Highly Engaged Team
4 Pillars of Effective Communication

“Creating our Grand Vision using the 3
steps Michelle shared empowered my staff
to make good decisions and increased my
trust in their ability to handle things. This
freed me up and set us all up for success. I
learned important things about myself, my
team, and my business in the process.”
Sabine Keil, Pharmasave Owner

“Michelle is an engaged presenter. Her
Needs Based Goals that Inspire Action
workshop was a game-changer for me and
I saw lightbulb moments going off in
people all over the room. I highly
recommend it for your next team meeting
or retreat.” Michelle Vandepol, University
of the Fraser Valley

Michelle is an International Association of Coaches Certified Master Masteries Coach, author of

‘From Surviving to Thriving – 7 Simple Steps to Help You Live a Life You LOVE!’, and the upcoming book
‘Great Business, Great Life: A Business Owner’s Guide to Having it All’, and is the creator of THRIVE NOW,
the retreat. She was an Instructor for CoachVille, an International coach training organization, for 3 years
and is very focused on her mission to evoke greatness on a global scale.
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